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Abstract

Introduction: There is certainly no doubt that health is one of the most important aspects of human life which as an essential condition plays social roles. The concept of lifestyle relies on the notion that individuals usually exhibit a recognizable model of behavior in their daily life. The study aimed to investigate the relationship between lifestyle and general health of students at Islamic Azad University of Bandar Abbas.

Methods: This is a descriptive correlational study which included 764 students at Islamic Azad University of Bandar Abbas with no history of mental health disorders, chronic illness and disability before admission to the university. In this study, three questionnaires were used for the collection of data.

Results: Most of students were single. The frequency of local students (from Bandar Abbas) was more than non-local ones. Most of them were financially dependent. There was a significant relationship between sex, marital status, state of residency, and the economic situation from the view point of general health (P<0.001). In terms of general health, there found a significant relationship between socioeconomic status, sport, smoking, nutrition, the principles of safety and stress. (P<0.05)

Conclusion: This study shows the necessity for the attention and emphasis on the role of increased awareness of students about improvement of lifestyle and proper behavioral models. Through the improvement of lifestyle, outbreak of diseases may be prevented. Finally, this factor should be considered as a preventive factor.
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Introduction:

Health, either individually or socially - is undoubtedly one of the most important issues of human life. In other words, health is an essential condition enabling people to play their roles in the society. Individuals can play their roles effectively if both they themselves and the society find them healthy (1). Health professionals believe that lifestyle is one of the most important factors affecting health. World Health Organization (WHO) believes that the risk factors of the most
common causes of death may be controlled (2). Diseases caused by lifestyle are preventable and modifiable on condition that habits and behaviors resulting in the diseases are modified (3). Individuals are responsible for their behavioral patterns choice of the lifestyles and protecting their health. In this way, they strive to protect their health and prevent diseases (4). Most of the health issues including obesity, cardiovascular diseases, neoplasms and addiction which are common in developing countries are associated with changes of lifestyle of the people in a society (5).

Students are talented and selected group of people in societies that build the future of their countries. Therefore, their health levels and lifestyles have a vital role in their learning, improvement of scientific awareness and educational success. Borhani et al suggested that there was a significant reverse relationship between body mass index (BMI) and the score of lifestyle (3).

Recent studies reported that 46% of male and 64% of female students had anxiety, and 12% of male and 15% of female students suffered from depression (7). Sadeghian et al indicated that about 1.3 of students were prone to mental disorders. They reported the most common disorders as depression, hypochondriasis and anxiety (8).

University students make up a remarkable portion of young population of the country. They are at the stage of learning and preparing to attend the social life. The efforts for the improvement of health through enabling the students for the lifestyle change should be regulated in the direction of personal, social and environmental change affecting the behavior and lifestyle (6,7). Since being admitted at university admission causes major changes in the personal, familial and social life, so this is a critical stage. Such situation is often accompanied by stress and concerns which influence the individual’s lifestyle (7). Since there is no earlier study addressing the relationship between lifestyle and general health of students in Bandar Abbas, the present study has attempted to investigate this relationship.

Methods:

The present research is a descriptive correlational study which was carried out to investigate the relationship between lifestyle and general health of students at Islamic Azad University of Bandar Abbas in 2012. The population of the study included all those students studying at different levels of education (Associate Degree, BSc, BA, MSc, MA) with no history of mental health disorders, chronic illness and disability before being admitted to the university.

The total samples of the study included 764 students (370 female and 394 male). The method used for sample collection of the present study data was convenience method. To do this, after informing all students about the study purpose, interested students in participation referred to the location advised earlier for filling out the required questionnaires. The researchers waited until the number of completed questionnaires reached the required sample-size. The students of the first semester were excluded from the study.

In the present study, three questionnaires were used for the collection of required information. The first questionnaire was related to personal characteristics of the students. The second questionnaire was related to lifestyle in 5 dimensions (Nutrition, Exercise and physical activity, Smoking, Stress Control and Safety). It was taken from the tools for the assessment of lifestyle (9) and health institute (10), with some modifications by the researchers. Like the questionnaire of health institute, the scoring style of the questionnaire based on Likert scale. There were 5 questions with total score of 20 in the domain of Exercise and physical activity. Scoring from 0 to 6 considered as undesirable, from 7 to 13 as somewhat desirable, and from 14 to 20 as desirable. There were 9 questions with total score of 36 in the domain of nutrition. Scoring from 0 to 11 considered as undesirable, from 12 to 19 as somewhat desirable, and from 20 to 32 as desirable. There were 7 questions with total score of 28 in the domain of smoking. Scoring from 0 to 9 was considered as undesirable, from 10 to 18 as somewhat desirable, and from 19 to 28 as desirable. The score of lifestyle in the dimension of safety considered based on percentage in which 0-33.99% was undesirable, 34-67. 99% was
somewhat desirable and 68-100% considered as desirable. Lifestyle in the dimension of stress control contained 10 questions with 40 scores where 0-12 represented undesirable, 13-25 somewhat desirable and 26 to 40 as desirable. The 3rd questionnaire was a 28-item general health questionnaire formerly used by Goldberg in 1972 (11). The scoring scale was 4-point Likert scale (0, 1, 2, 3). The maximum score is 84 in this method. After scoring the items of the questionnaire, the total score was calculated by sum of the scores. General health score of 0-27, 28-55 and 56-84 respectively considered as desirable, somewhat desirable and undesirable respectively. Scientific validity of the tools used in the present research was assessed through content validity. Chronbach’s alpha was $\alpha=0.6$. The validity of general health questionnaire (GHQ-28) was surveyed (11) and the internal consistency coefficient was estimated by Chronbach’s alpha method (0.92) (12). Several studies reported the validity coefficients for the four dimensions of the questionnaire respectively were 0.86, 0.85, 0.72 and 0.82 respectively (13).

To collect the required data, the researcher after selecting the subjects of the study adequately briefed the objectives of the study after selecting the subjects of the study. Then those interested in participation filled out the questionnaires. Data was analyzed by SPSS 18 using required statistical tests.

**Results:**

The age range of the students participating in the study was from 23 to 28 years old. Table 1 presents frequency based on the variables including marital status, place of residence, economic status. Most of the students were unmarried. The frequency of the students who were from Bandar Abbas (local) was more than non-local ones. From the view point of financial support they were dependent.

The results regarding the first objective of the study - to determine the general health of the students by gender, marital status, place of residence and economic status - are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Desirable General Health</th>
<th>Somewhat Desirable General Health</th>
<th>Undesirable General Health</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Frequency %</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-dormitory</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dormitory</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the study regarding the relationship between lifestyle and general health showed that 16.6% of the students had desirable condition, 33.2% and 50.2% of them had somewhat desirable and undesirable condition from exercise and physical activity dimension viewpoint.
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The obtained results represents that there is a relationship between gender and health. The findings of the present study are similar to the studies by Samimi et al and Rozmus (11,14). Abbasi, and Lloyd and Garterell found no significant relationship between gender and the incidence of health issues (15,16). In fact, the difference; from one point of view, is related to the gender of the students, and on the other hand, it is related to emotional dependencies of female students to their families and to some extent to perception of lack of security in social and cultural environment (17).

The results on the relationship between marital status and general health showed that it was a significant. Married students possessed a better general health. Hosseini et al indicated that marital status showed a significant relationship with mental health (18).

Regarding the relationship between general health and the place of residence, the findings of the present study showed that local students had a higher level of health. It confirms the results of the studies by Samimi et al and Rozmus while Ghareby and Hasheminasab did not find significant relationship between general health and place of residence (19,20). To explain the difference, it may be stated that the level of general health is reduced in students living in dormitories because of the differences existing between the students with...
Various cultures and traditions, being far from family and lack of support. Kenny and Donaldson stated living away from family, economic constraints and concerns about providing accommodation as the causes of mental disorders (21). It seems factors such as support received from being with family, and the consequences of lack of support due to social isolation or living away from family directly affects general health of students. It is stated that social support has a moderating effect which directly affects health. However, it helps moderation of the consequences of acute and chronic psychological pressure on health of people (22). Therefore, the vulnerability of female students is more than male during academic education due to lack of social support, living away from family and based on vulnerability-stress model (23).

The findings of the present study revealed that those students with independent economic status showed desirable general health. Jamshidi et al reported that people with lower level of social and economic condition had undesirable general health. This confirms the findings of our study (23). However, Alagh and Omokhodion in a study at Ilhad University in Nigeria showed that there was no relationship between financial status and healthy lifestyle. It shows that the common need of all students is health. To improve health, its promotion should be included in the academic courses (24).

The results regarding the second objective of the study - to determine the relationship between the lifestyle in different dimensions and general heal of students – are as follow:

There is a significant relationship between lifestyle in nutrition dimension and general health of students. It confirms the results of Alagh and Omokhodion study in Nigeria in 2008 (24). In a study by Nojami and Najmabadi in 2006 they suggested that 12.4% of students had overweight with unhealthy diet (25). This rate was higher in our study (37.17%) which may be because of sample size and the criteria for investigating the status of nutrition. Ayranci et al and Morimoto found that there was a significant relationship between nutrition and general health (26,27).

In the present study, there was a significant relationship between "exercise and physical activity" and the status of general health. Studies report that the effect of "exercise and physical activities" on mental and general health cannot be denied (25). Stock and Wille found that students with highest level of physical activity had the lowest complaints of health (28). Gomez-Lopez et al showed that students do less exercise due to insufficient time and a series of external obstacles. Moreover, inactive lifestyle is more common in female students (22). Their findings confirm the results of our study.

The present study showed that there was a significant relationship between obeying safety rules and general health. It confirms the results of the study by Shahrazi Khodabandeh et al (29) and a study by Mckean as well (30).

There was also a significant relationship between the dimension of smoking (of lifestyle) and general health. It confirms the studies by Morimoto (27) and Stock and Wille (28). Jamalian et al reported that 40.54 of male and 13.81% of female students experienced smoking at least once (31). Forotani and Rezaein stated that living in dormitories provide a more appropriate situation for smoking (32).

Studies on the motives of students toward drugs, smoking and alcohol show that the main reasons include imitating friends and going with the flocks. Other reasons for inclination to drugs, smoking and alcohol include lack of meeting emotional needs, lack of educational success, unemployment, disputes within families.

In the present study, there was a significant relationship between stress control and general health. It confirms studies Morimoto studies (2007) and Hasheminiausab (2004). Kenny and Donaldson (2004) reported living away from family, economic constraints and concerns about accommodation as the causes of mental disorders among students not studying far from hometown (21).

Miyuki et al in a study entitled "the relationship between lifestyle and mental health in Osaka (Japan” found out that there was a significant relationship between lifestyle and mental health, and 4 items out of 8 items of general health significantly depended on mental health (32).

The present study shows the necessity for attention to - and also emphasis on - the role of improved awareness of students about improvement of lifestyle and corrects behavioral habits. In this way, students may prevent diseases by considering
lifestyle as a preventing factor and improving their lifestyle.
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بررسی ارتباط بین سبک زندگی و سلامت عمومی در دانشجویان دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی واحد بندرعباس

مقدمه
سلامت بی‌تردید از مهم‌ترین ابعاد مسائل حیات انسان است، شرط ضروری برای ایفای نقش‌های اجتماعی است. مفهوم سبک زندگی مبتنی بر این است که مردم به طور معمول الگوی قابل تشخیصی از رفتار را در زندگی روزمره‌اش به نمایش بگذارند. بررسی ارتباط بین سبک زندگی و سلامت عمومی در دانشجویان دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی واحد بندرعباس می‌باشد.

روش کار
این پژوهش مطالعه‌ی توصیفی همبستگی است که در آن ارتباط سبک زندگی دانشجویان با سلامت عمومی آنها مورد بررسی قرار گرفته است. 163 نفر از دانشجویان دانشگاه آزاد اسلامی واحد بندرعباس که قبل از پذیرش در رتبه‌بندی دانشگاه فردید وارد گردیدند، به دستور پژوهش را تکمیل نمودند و در این مطالعه از آنها پرسشنامه برای جمع‌آوری اطلاعات استفاده گردید.

نتایج
بیشتر دانشجویان مجرد بودند. فراوانی دانشجویان بومی بیش از غیربومی بود. بیشتر آنها از نظر مالی وابسته بودند. بین جنس، وضعیت تأثیر نداشت. وضعیت اقتصادی با سلامت عمومی نهایی و استرس با سلامت عمومی نزدیک که ارتباط معنی‌داری مشاهده شدند (P<0/01).

نتیجه‌گیری
این پژوهش از اهمیت توجه و تأکید بر نشان‌دهنده قابلیت از آگاهی دانشجویان در خصوص بهبود سبک زندگی و عادات سلیقه‌ای رفتاری صحتی متود. آگاهی دانشجویان در خصوص بهبود سبک زندگی با وقوع بیماری جلوگیری کلیه و مدیریت بیماری، به عنوان یک‌تاً از این فاکتورها که مورد نظر قرار دارد.
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